US DoD Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) Identification Guide

Start:

- Is the information related to a COTS product? (YES/NO)
  - NO: Is DFARS 7012 or other language requiring protection of DoD CUI in your contract? (YES/NO)
    - NO: Is the information ITAR or otherwise Export Controlled? (YES/NO)
      - NO: Did you receive the information or did you or a sub generate the information? (YES/NO)
        - NO: Do you have a Security Classification Guide (SCG) for the program? (YES/NO)
          - NO: The information is not DoD CUI
          - YES: The information is probably DoD CUI. Confirm with your Prime / DoD PMO and follow the DoD CUI marking instructions. Handle CUI in accordance with your established organizational policies and procedures.
        - YES: The information marked “CUI” or with a Distribution Statement B-F? (YES/NO)
          - NO: Does the generated information match the SCG “CUI” criteria? (YES/NO)
            - NO: The information is not DoD CUI
            - YES: The information is probably DoD CUI. Confirm with your Prime / DoD PMO and follow the DoD CUI marking instructions. Handle CUI in accordance with your established organizational policies and procedures.
      - YES: The information is probably DoD CUI. Confirm with your Prime / DoD PMO and follow the DoD CUI marking instructions. Handle CUI in accordance with your established organizational policies and procedures.
    - YES: The information is probably DoD CUI. Confirm with your Prime / DoD PMO and follow the DoD CUI marking instructions. Handle CUI in accordance with your established organizational policies and procedures.
  - YES: Is the information related to a COTS product? (YES/NO)
- YES: The information is probably DoD CUI. Confirm with your Prime / DoD PMO and follow the DoD CUI marking instructions. Handle CUI in accordance with your established organizational policies and procedures.

Does the information match any of the examples given by NARA for:
- Controlled Technical Information
- Critical Infrastructure Security Information
- Naval Nuclear Propulsion Information
- Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information – Defense